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Spelling Punctuation and Grammar:  Every day, spend a few minutes on Spelling Shed practising spellings, and then 
try to complete the following activities: 
 

 Monday: http://www.spellanywhere.co.uk/spellings.php?view=2&id=129490 then write five sentences, each 
including a word on the list. 

 Tuesday: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s8a19kuole0 then write a conversation between an old woman 
and her neighbour over the garden fence (remember new speaker = new line!) 

 Wednesday: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pcYrmHrtLRY after watching the video, write a paragraph 
describing a new sweet shop – underline or highlight all the determiners used. 

 Thursday: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YeRUT02fob4 then write six sentences, each one including either 
their/there/they’re. 

 Friday: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vc5quu-Ma7U then do the quiz  here 
https://www.grammarbook.com/grammar_quiz/apostrophes_1.asp and write out five sentences which use an 
apostrophe of possession. 

 

English: Dark Sky Park by Philip Gross, illustrated by Jesse Hodgson- See attached PDF for detailed plan, or see the 

relevant sheets in your paper pack.  

Throughout the weekly plan it will ask you to complete different questions and tasks based on the extract. Please 

record all responses in your workbook or on a sheet of paper.  

 Monday: Explore it 

 Tuesday: Illustrate it 

 Wednesday: Talk about it 

 Thursday: Imagine it 

 Friday: Create it  

Maths 
Please choose the relevant year group and click on the objective to access the teaching video, and complete the 
worksheet that is in your pack. Don’t forget to keep up your times tables knowledge at https://ttrockstars.com 
 

 Mon: Y5: Divide 2-digits by 1-digit (1)             Y6: Understand thousandths 

 Tue: Y5: Divide 2-digits by 1-digit (2)                          Y6: Three decimal places 

 Wed: Y5: Divide 3-digits by 1-digit                          Y6: Multiply by 10, 100 and 1000 

 Thu: Y5: Divide 4-digits by 1-digit                          Y6: Divide by 10, 100 and 1000 

 Fri: Y5: Divide with remainders              Y6: Multiply decimals by integers 
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Topic: These lesson ideas include the things that we would usually cover in the afternoons. Feel free to complete the 

activities in any order, spread however you would like through the week, and pick and choose the ones that you 

think would work best for you. Record your work in your workbook, on a sheet of paper or take pictures to share 

with us.  

 

Computing: Vector Drawing: Please complete this lesson from Oak Academy on drawing tools.  

 

PSHE: Open the ’14 day challenge’ document underneath this plan on the website. Choose one wellbeing activity to 

complete and click the link to find the resource on the ELSA website.  

 

PE: Do the 20 minute ‘PE With Joe’ workouts every Monday, Wednesday and Friday at 9am. (We will be doing this in 

school every week!)  

 

Science: Watch this interview with David Attenborough. Use the information and your own research to write some facts 

about his life e.g. when he was born, his first major documentary series etc. Choose one animal and write a short 

documentary script (use the ‘Wildlife Documentary’ sheet for support). You could even watch one of his documentaries 

for ideas. If you would like to record yourself presenting the script we would love to see it!  

 

Geography: Watch this clip and do the interactive activities to find out about the water cycle. Listen to this song to help 

you to remember the process. Write definitions for ‘evaporation’, ‘condensation’ and ‘precipitation’.  

  

RE: Explore this page to find out about Hinduism. Learn more about the god Brahman by reading the Powerpoint.  

 

History: watch this video https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JI8RvxEPJXs then write a letter from the Earl of Oxford, in 

charge of Henry Tudor’s army, to his wife describing the battle and explaining how victory was won (August 22nd 1485). 

 

Art: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=omRC3CBe3_w draw some of the trees in the tutorial – pause the video 

frequently – take your time and be patient! 

 

French: https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zjcbrj6/articles/zfmq4xs read through and practise saying the 

vocabulary for French foods (leave the drinks until next week). Stop after ‘J’aime le poisson et les frites’. 

 

Music: If you can, join in with SingUp’s #Feelgoodfifteen live broadcasts every Tuesday at 9am.  
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